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Gaming Microphone Havit GK58B

Havit GK58B gaming microphone
Talk to  other  players  in  an online game,  record podcasts,  stream or  create YouTube videos.  The Havit  GK58B omnidirectional  gaming
microphone picks up sounds perfectly, and the adjustable design makes it easy to adjust to your needs. The device supports plug&play
and features colorful backlighting for a unique touch.
 
Fabulous ease of use
Forget about complicated device configuration. Thanks to the plug&play system, all you have to do is connect the microphone to your
computer  and  select  it  as  an  input  device  in  the  system  settings.  That's  all  it  takes  to  start  recording  a  podcast,  exchange  a  few
comments with other gamers or host a live broadcast!
 
Great sound quality
With Havit you can be sure that everyone will hear you perfectly. The GK58B omni-directional microphone reliably captures your voice
and guarantees crystal clear, crisp, natural sound. Chat freely with friends on Discord, record the next podcast episode, or plan tactics for
the next game!
 
Adjustable design
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Adjust the microphone so that it is comfortable for you and can optimally record your voice. The GK58B features an adjustable design
that will meet even the most diverse user expectations. Customize it to your needs and feel free to record a YouTube video or play your
next duel!
 
Brand
Havit
Model
GK58B
Sensitivity
-36±3dB
Impedance
2.2KΩ
Frequency response
30Hz-16kHz
Working current
90mA
Directivity
Omnidirectional
Microphone
6x5mm
Cable length
1.5m
Plug
USB

Price:

€ 7.00
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